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wing-tip bows for the Stits Playboy. The material is inserted between the two blocks and bending is commenced where desired and slowly advanced while at the ... 
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Airfoil Selection By Ray Borst, EAA 1526 P. O. Box 401, South Milwaukee, Wis.



M foil should I use?" Of course, there is no single answer; no one airfoil that is best for all designs. The



ANY HOMEBUILDERS have asked me, "Which air-



selection of the proper airfoil depends upon a number of things—including weight, wing area, cruising speed and possibly others. Even when these factors are known, designers will disagree on which is the best airfoil. I think, however, that most designers will agree on which airfoils are poor choices. Before picking a particular airfoil, let's discuss airfoils in general. One of the most important things that effect an airfoil's performance is thickness. Note in Fig. 1 that below 12 percent the lift decreases quite a bit while the drag curve is nearly flat. Thus, decreasing thickness below 12 percent, to obtain a clean ship, wouldn't really clean up the plane much but would penalize the landing speed quite a bit. Using a flap raises the optimum thickness even higher. Note, in Fig. 1, that the maximum lift for a flapped airfoil occurs around 18 percent thickness. (The data on Fig. 1 is for a symmetrical 63-2xx airfoil).
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Fig. 2.
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Most airfoils have a curved median line. Fig. 2 shows an airfoil with a curved median line. Curving the median line increases the maximum lift slightly (up to 10 percent), gives somewhat better stalling characteristics and (Continued on page 18)
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Wing thickness in percent



Another important characteristic is camber. Camber is measured by plotting a line midway between the top and bottom surfaces of an airfoil. This average or median line is compared with a straight line drawn from the leading edge to the trailing edge. The median line of a symmetrical airfoil and the straight line between the leading and trailing edge coincide or lie one on top of the other.
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AC Spark Plug's . . . "Tip Of The Month Contest By Iggy Polizzotto 33 Berkeley PI., Bloomfield, N.J.



Dear Paul: I am submitting a tool tip cf the month in AC's contest. Whether er not it merits an award is something else. But I have found it indispensable for forming tubing, formers, wing-tip bows, etc. Square tubing and flat stock can just as easily be formed. Any old piece of angle iron (at least 5/16 in. or % in. thick) should be used. It can be clamped in a vise. (I should say, it should be so the forming or bending can be done very simple). The pivoting block is drilled slightly larger than the "'K in. bolt that goes through it, which in turn is screwed into the tapped hole in the top face of the angle iron. If a bend is made beyond the original curvature it can readily be brought back by just turning it in the jig and applying pressure. The pivoting block automatically adjusts itself to the size material being used. I made mine up so it would handle up to ¥2 in. stock and in less than 15 minutes formed a set of wing-tip bows for the Stits Playboy. The material is inserted between the two blocks and bending is commenced where desired and slowly advanced while at the same time you're bending. Do this until the desired shape is formed. The pivoting block could also be made as a round plate and the hole drilled offset, but as I have drawn it, it works marvelously. The taehourmeter would certainly look good in my Skyhopper. Ha ha. Sincerely, Iggy Polizzotto P.S.—I hope I've explained so you can make heads or tails out of it. AC Spark Plug provides a choice of a set of aircraft spark plugs for your engine or a tach-hourmeter



AIRFOIL SELECTION . . . (Continued from page 17) most important—moves the location of the minimum drag to a higher lift coefficient. Note on Fig. 2 that for a symmetrical airfoil, the drag curve is just about symmetrical about a lift coefficient of zero. However, a cambered airfoil shifts the drag curve to the right, this example being centered around a lift coefficient of .3. Thus, we can now see the secret to selecting an airfoil. Pick an airfoil with the proper amount of camber so to position the minimum drag at the cruising lift coefficient. To select an airfoil for a particular plane, you must
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for your airplane for the tip of the month selected by EAA and published here in SPORT AVIATION. Send in your entry now. If sketches or drawings are a necessary part of your suggestion, it would be a great help to the staff at EAA Headquarters if they were neatly done with good contrasting lines on white or tracing



paper. Round up those little tricks that you have developed to help you in building your aircraft and fix yourself up with a new set of AC spark plugs.



Weight Cruising speed 3. Wing area Divide the weight by wing area to obtain wing loading: weight Wing Loading = wing area Now, on Fig. 3, find your wing loading on the bottom of the graph and go upward to your cruising speed and then horizontally to find the cruising lift coefficient. Next, find an airfoil that has its minimum drag at this lift coefficient. Note that several airfoils are listed in the blocks at the right side of Fig. 3. They are positioned along the vertical scale approximately where their minimum drag occurs. £ 1.
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